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Are We Doomed?

Is There Environmental Racism In Hawaii?

Race relations in Hawaii are diferent than many other places in the country,
but that doesn’t mean that racism hasn’t afected the health of communities of
color.
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The term “environmental racism” can be jarring to some. How can the environment be
racis?

It’s a term that frs gained prominence in the 1970s and 80s, but as the country
protess agains sysems of racial injusice in 2020, Civil Beat readers have asked
about inequality in Hawaii. The lates episode of Civil Beat’s environmental podcas
has a conversation about environmental racism with a national and a local expert.

Environmental racism doesn’t mean that the physical
environment is racis, it’s an acknowledgement that people of
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color have been sysemically excluded from decision making
and therefore unequally protected agains environmental
hazards, said Devon Corcia Payne-Sturges, a public health
expert with the University of Maryland who spent 12 years

working for the U.S. EPA’s National Center for Environmental Research.

“It’s really about those insitutional rules … government and corporate actions and
decisions that deliberately target certain communities for the leas desirable land uses,
which would result in disproportionate exposure to toxic chemicals and hazardous
wase,” she said.

One prominent example of environmental racism in recent years is the clean water
crisis in Flint, Michigan. But it goes beyond the actions of one city.

Activiss oppose the burying of coal ash at the PVT landfll, in part due to its proximity to the hisoric Native
Hawaiian homesead in Nanakuli.

Cory Lum/Civil Beat
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Disproportionate Impacts

Hawaii can undersand the concept
of disproportionate impacts when we
look at climate change: the sate’s
per-capita carbon emissions are
below the national average, but the
Hawaiian islands are
disproportionately feeling the
negative efects of climate change.

A recent sudy found that Black and Hispanic Americans breathe in far more air
pollution than they produce, 56% and 63% respectively, while white Americans
breathe in 17% less air pollution than their actions produce.

“This is beginning to get at, you know, really what is the sysem that leads to these
disparities? And from my perspective, I think we need to see more attention paid to
that,” Payne-Sturges said.

However Hawaii lacks the kind of data
that’s needed to draw concrete conclusions
about environmental hazards and race, said
Lala Nuss, Climate Resilience and Equity
Manager at Honolulu’s Ofce of Climate
Change, Susainability and Resiliency.

“What I’ve uncovered in the nine months of
my position is that there is a lot of data gaps
that we have not discovered yet in

undersanding the landscape of environmental injusice in Hawaii,” Nuss said.

Native Hawaiians have disproportionately high rates of diabetes, cardiovascular
disease, ashma and obesity — conditions that can, in some cases, be scientifcally
linked to environmental hazards.

“Native Hawaiians and people of color in Hawaii have higher rates of medical issues
that could be related to their environment but that information hasn’t been clearly
correlated yet,” she said.

Nuss said that doesn’t mean there’s not environmental racism in Hawaii’s pas, or
present.

PF Bentley/Civil Beat
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Climate change is further

exacerbating inequality

In the podcas, Nuss said that that
many Micronesians living in Hawaii
are climate refugees. In addition to
leaving their ancesral homes, they
often face racism in Hawaii as well.

“We can look to specifc examples hisorically whether that was the military bombing of
Kahoolawe, or the burden towards the Waianae Coas and Ewa Plains communities
having pretty much all of the indusrial energy, coal, H-power plant, as well as landflls
directly and put in one place,” she said. “The communities that live in those areas are
predominantly Native Hawaiian or people of color.”

Blue-collar workers exposed to hazardous
chemicals, pesicide use on plantations next
to Hawaiian homeseads, respiratory
illnesses in communities of color who live
near airports: Nuss said are all sark
examples of one group bearing the negative
side efects from indusries everyone uses.

“That’s really looking at negative health,

The U.S. military used the island of Kahoolawe as a bombing range for decades, with ongoing environmental
and human health impacts.
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socioeconomic impacts that specifc communities are having to burden in regards to
environmental degradation,” she said.

The environmental jusice movement in Hawaii is looking at more than jus physical
health impacts, said Isaac Moriwake, managing attorney at EarthJusice’s Honolulu
branch. He said the movement is also about the cultural, spiritual and mental health
impacts of land-use decisions.

“It sounds really radical, but that’s the core truth of environmental racism at the heart
of society in Hawaii,” he said.

In recent years, Native Hawaiian activiss have objected to the building of a telescope
on Mauna Kea, a sports feld in Waimanalo, a wind farm in Kahuku and agains
diverting sreams on Kauai.

“Look at who has the power to make these land-use decisions, look at how these
decisions have hisorically been made in Hawaii,” Moriwake said.

“If you’re asking Hawaiians to prove the authenticity of their own culture and trying to
disinguish from ‘real’ traditional Hawaiian culture vs. ‘fake’ contemporary culture?
That’s treating Hawaiians like a museum object,” he said. “So yeah, that’s racism.”

Nuss agrees that although there might not be
physical health impacts directly tied to these
projects, it shows that many communities of
color in Hawaii don’t trus that leaders have
their bes interess at heart.

“That is a sriking example of the disrus and
disconnect with our decision making in the
private and public sector” she said. “That’s
where the shift has to change, in my opinion,
and it’s going to be a lot of work.”

Payne-Sturges said that involving people from afected communities in decision-
making is an important way to lessen negative side efects. But Nuss and Moriwake

Protesors say building on the mountain would
negatively impact the environment.

Cory Lum/Civil Beat
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said leaders are going to have to go beyond that to earn trus in Hawaii.

“Communities are their own experts,” Nuss said. “They know what they need, they
know how to care for each other and themselves.”

“It’s something that people are realizing with the George Floyd protess,” Moriwake
said. “Yes, the police ofcers were arresed but the protess continue because it’s
about a bad sysem, not about bad people.”

“Are We Doomed? And Other Burning Environmental Quesions” is funded in part by
grants from the Environmental Funders Group of the Hawaii Community Foundation
and the Fros Family Foundation.

Have quesions about the environment in
Hawaii?
Civil Beat's new podcas is here to answer your quesions about the environment in

Hawaii. From big-picture issues like sea level rise and microplasics to daily concerns

like recycling and composing - we want to cover issues that afect your life, your

neighborhood and your family's future on the islands.
You can resubmit this form

multiple times but one quesion per submission please!
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My quesion/concern/comment is about the environment of:

 Hawaii
 Maui
 Oahu
 Kauai
 Molokai
 Lanai
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 Niihau
 Kahoolawe
 A smaller island, atoll or reef sysem
 Other

My name is: *

My email and/or phone number is: *

Civil Beat will never give your contact information to third parties. This information will only be used
to follow-up about your query or to let you know that we've chosen your quesion.

Want to hear more? Check out Civil Beat's other podcass.

Are We Doomed?! And Other Burning
Environmental Quesions
What the heck is reef-safe sunscreen? Where does all the trash go?
Why is it so hot? Join Civil Beat as we tackle your quesions about
Hawaii's environment. Smart. Irreverent. Never boring. This is not your
grandma's science podcas.

Lisen and subscribe on: iTunes  Spotify  Soundcloud

Ofshore
Ofshore is a new immersive sorytelling podcas about a Hawaii mos
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touriss never see.

Lisen and subscribe on: iTunes  Spotify  RadioPublic

Before you go . . .
Everyone at Civil Beat feels the weight of heightened responsibility. For the pas
several months our nonproft newsroom has worked beyond our normal
capacity to provide accurate information, push for accountability, amplify smart
ideas and new voices, and double down on facts and context to write deeply
reported local sories.

The truth is, our evolution as a public service news organization over the pas 10
years has prepared us for this moment in time, when what we do matters the
mos.

Reader support keeps our small newsroom afoat. If you value the work of our
journaliss, please consider making a tax-deductible gift.

CONTRIBUTE

About the Author

Claire Caulfeld  

Claire Caulfeld is a reporter for Honolulu Civil Beat and audio
producer for the Ofshore podcas.

Use the RSS feed to subscribe to Claire Caulfeld's poss today
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The only news outlet in Hawaii dedicated to public afairs

STAY UP TO DATE ON THE CORONAVIRUS AND OTHER HAWAII ISSUES

Sign up for our FREE morning newsletter

 SIGN ME UP!

And don't worry, we hate spam too! You can unsubscribe any time.

You can subscribe to Civil Beat's podcass on Apple Podcass, Spotify, SoundCloud and
your favorite podcas app.

More Podcass

What Has The Pandemic Taught Us About Climate Change?

Does My Electric Car Actually Help The Environment?

How Is Oahu’s Trash Impacting the Waianae Coas?

How Do I Teach My Kids About Climate Change?
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reporting. Our mission is to engage and educate the
community on important public issues through in-depth

reporting, explanatory and invesigative journalism, analysis
and commentary.

Bes Overall News Site

Civil Beat has been named the bes overall news site
in Hawaii for the 9th year in a row by the Society of

Professional Journaliss Hawaii Chapter.
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